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TL;DR

I To achieve general artificial intelligence, reinforcement learning (RL) agents
should learn not only to optimize returns for one specific task but also to
constantly build more complex skills and scaffold their knowledge
about the world, without forgetting what has already been learned.

I We discuss the desired characteristics of environments that can
support the training and evaluation of lifelong RL agents.

I We argue that virtual-embodiment is perhaps the most natural
setup for training and evaluating lifelong reinforcement learning agents.

I We propose recommendations for devising suitable lifelong RL
environments in the future.

What constitutes a Lifelong Learning agent?

I Learn behaviors, skills, and predictions about the environment while
solving the given tasks.

I Learn incrementally throughout its lifetime.

I Combine and compose previously learned skills to solve increasingly
complex tasks.

I Plan for both short-term and long-term goals

Current RL Benchmarks

Benchmark Vision Environment Artifacts Stochasticity Difficulty Levels
ALE-V1 2D Synthetic 7 7

ALE-V2 2D Synthetic 3 3

ViZDoom 3D Stylized Maze, Synthetic 3 7

DeepMind Lab 3D Stylized Maze, Synthetic 3 3

Malmo 3D Synthetic 3 3

Starcraft 3D Synthetic 3 3

I Recent breakthroughs in RL research [1] have been powered in part by
advances in deep learning and the availability of diverse simulation
environments to train RL agents.

I However, they lack multiple modalities limiting sensorimotor data to only
one single stream; they lack naturalistic appeal in terms of their layout,
appearance and objects

Key Idea: Lifelong Learning in Embodied Agents

I Curriculum learning - virtual environments are easy to modify in terms of
complexity thereby making it easier to train agents in progressive fashion

I Short-term and long-term goals - these are equivalent respectively with
skills and composition of skills

I Mimic agents in real-world scenarios - embodied learning tries to
encapsulate the real world dynamics in a simulated environment as faithfully
as possible, which creates more “real life”” like setup

I Cause-and-effect learning - rich, multi-modal data streams can help
agents to understand the causal relationships of various events and
opportunities associated with each object, through interactions as afforded
by the objects and the environment.

Virtual Embodiment Environments: Brief Summary

House 3D [2]

+ Realistic and extensible environment
built on top of the SUNCG dataset.

+ Supports rendering photo-realistic
3D visuals with support for diverse
3D objects and layouts

+ Can be customized to some extent

− Does not allow defining varying
degrees of difficulty in tasks

HoME [3]

+ Provides natural language
descriptions of objects and audio
rendering

+ Supports rigid body dynamics and
external forces like gravity

+ Supports “adding” or “removing”
objects from scenes

MINOS [4]

+ Specifically designed for
multi-sensory navigation models

+ Supports material variation (for
texture and colors) and object
clutter variation

+ Supports navigation task and goal
specification

− Not as rich as Home and House3D

VirtualHome [5]

+ Crowd-sourced a dataset of
“programs” for performing different
activities in a house which can be
seen as a composition of skills

− Does not allow for creating
variations of a scene

Recommendations for a Lifelong Learning testbed

I Support a multitude of tasks of different difficulty
• The lowest level tasks should require only one skill to solve tasks

• Complex tasks should require a composition of skills learned in the previous levels.

• Tasks should be structured, probably in a hierarchy, such that task complexity would
increase as the learning agent moves up. Solving a task in the i + 1th level should require
the agent to solve the task at level i and also learn to compose previously acquired skills.

I Facilitate modifications and incremental progress
• Easy addition or removal of objects from a scene or a variety of scenes.

• Facilitate the incremental expansion of the data that the agent sees over time.

• By providing the flexibility to scale up the size of the environment, the quantity of objects
with which the agent can interact, etc.

I Evaluate on resistance to catastrophic forgetting
• The environment should continue to challenge it with previously seen tasks

• Hierarchy and compositional tasks

I Short-term and long-term planning
• Tasks should be generated in the environment in a way that requires the agent to do both

short-term and long-term planning.

• Dealing with many goals that span different time scales

• Test an agent’s capacity to learn different types of knowledge and to generalize across
time scales.

I Inbuilt Provisions for Training and Evaluation
• Metrics for evaluating forward and backward transfer
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